
NEW FEATURE: TRY & BUY NOW AVAILABLE 
Sellers now have the ability to offer a trial through the Niagara Marketplace
on select content. The new try & buy feature allows buyers to try a product
for a 7-day trial period. After the 7-day trial period, buyers will receive the full
license unless they choose to cancel before the end of the 7-day trial period.
Find out more by visiting Niagara Marketplace.

FEATURED CONTENT

Scout
by Diverse Controls

Inc

A fully functional

SMS Driver 
by Alvasys

Automation AG

This driver will allow
you to send alarms

Plotly Graphical
Widgets

by Baudrate

A high-level
interactive plotting

https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/
https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/scout.html
https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/sms-driver.html
https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/plotly-widgets.html


Niagara search tool
used to easily find

and modify BACnet
points on a
network....

Find out more

and other data as an
SMS message via

TCP/IP....

Find out more

library that covers a
wide range of

statistical, financial,
geographic,

scientific, and 3-
dimensional charts....

Find out more

Visit Niagara Marketplace for more featured content. 

Watch the replay of Niagara
Marketplace TridiumTalk which
features content from NiagaraMods
and One Sightsolutions.

SELLER ENHANCEMENTS

Cross Sell / 
Up Sell 

Products

Creates the ability for
sellers to list related

products that are
visible within the
parent product.

Auto Featured
Products for New

Products

Automatic Featured
Product status for all
new products listed.
Remains featured for

30 days.

My Communication
History

Enhancement

Sellers can see a
bell icon with a

tooltip notifying that
seller has received a

message.

https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/scout.html
https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/sms-driver.html
https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/plotly-widgets.html
https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/all-products.html?product_list_order=is_featured&product_list_dir=desc
https://www.tridium.com/us/en/services-support/events/2022/08/2022-08-18-niagara-marketplace-content-spotlight
https://www.tridium.com/us/en/services-support/events/2022/08/2022-08-18-niagara-marketplace-content-spotlight
https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/marketplace
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DISCOVER. CONNECT. ACHIEVE. 

ABOUT US

Tridium is a world leader in business application frameworks — advancing truly open environments that harness the power of the
Internet of Things. Our products allow diverse monitoring, control and automation systems to communicate and collaborate in
buildings, data centers, manufacturing systems, smart cities and more. We create smarter, safer and more efficient enterprises
and communities — bringing intelligence and connectivity to the network edge and back.
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https://www.niagaramarketplace.com/
https://www.niagara-community.com/Comm_Home
https://www.tridiumuniversity.com/
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